Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly

COMMUNICATIONS KIT

About the ISA Assembly

The Assembly is the apex decision-making body of the International Solar Alliance (ISA), in which each Member Country is represented. This body makes decisions concerning the implementation of the ISA Framework Agreement and coordinated actions to be taken to achieve its objective. The Assembly meets annually at the ministerial level at the seat of the ISA. It assesses the aggregate effect of the programmes and other activities in terms of deployment of solar energy, performance, reliability, cost and scale of finance. The Republic of India holds the office of the President of the ISA Assembly, with the French Republic as the Co-President.

The Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly will be held on October 31, 2023 and will be presided over by Shri Raj Kumar Singh, Hon’ble Minister for Power, New and Renewable Energy, Government of India and the President of the ISA Assembly. Ministers, Missions and delegates from 116 Member & Signatory Countries will participate along with Prospective Member Countries, Partner Organisations, private sector and other stakeholders.

The ISA Secretariat has planned a High-level Conference on New Technologies for Clean Energy Transition in collaboration with the Ministry of New & Renewable Energy, the Government of India, the Asian Development Bank, and the International Solar Energy Society on November 1, 2023. The conference will focus on various issues concerning climate change and solar energy deployment.

As a valued partner - here's all you need to know about the Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly, with copy and artwork to share in your newsletters, on your website, and social media over the following days.

Landing Page: https://isaassembly.org/index.php

Registration link: https://registration.isaassembly.org/

ISA accounts on social media: Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, and YouTube
### Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly

<Name of the invited entity> is proud to be a part of the Sixth session of the ISA Assembly, scheduled on 31 Oct, 2023 in New Delhi, where global leaders will come together to discuss critical issues related to increasing solar deployment.

**Tags:** @isolarlalliance

**Hashtags:** #ISA2023, #6thAssembly

---

The <Name of the invited entity> is proud to be a part of the Sixth session of the ISA Assembly, scheduled on 31 Oct, 2023 in New Delhi.

Significant technological progress, makes solar energy a viable solution for combating climate change. ISA is aiming to address Energy Access, Energy Security, and Energy transition through multi-faceted support to ISA Member Countries for solar energy deployment.

At the Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly, global leaders will come together to discuss critical issues related to increasing solar deployment.

**Tags:** @International Solar Alliance

**Hashtags:** #ISA2023, #6thAssembly

---

### High-Level Conference on New Technologies for Clean Energy Transition

Join @mnreindia, @isolarlalliance, @ADB_HQ & @ISES_Solar at the High-level Conference on the sidelines of the Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly which aims to drive meaningful change and make significant strides towards achieving global climate goals.

📅 1 November 2023

Register here: https://isaassembly.org/conf-register.php

**Tags:** @mnreindia, @isolarlalliance, @ADB_HQ, @ISES_Solar

**Hashtags:** #ISA2023, #6thAssembly

---


By fostering collaboration, sparking innovation, and sharing knowledge, the Conference aims to drive real-world change and make significant strides towards achieving global climate goals.

The technical sessions will focus on:

- Novel Technologies in Solar Energy
- Solar PV Resilient Supply Chains: Need for International Collaboration in Solar Manufacturing
- Storing the Future: Global Advances in Hybrid (Renewable plus Storage) Business Models

📅 1 November 2023

Register here: https://isaassembly.org/conf-register.php
| Tags: @Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), @International Solar Alliance, @Asian Development Bank (ADB) & @International Solar Energy Society ISES |
| Hashtags: #ISA2023, #6thAssembly |

Happy to join the High-level Conference on the sidelines of the Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly hosted by @mnreindia, @isolaralliance, @ADB_HQ,& @ISES_Solar

🗓 1 November 2023

The focus is clear: to make solar energy the energy of choice, reducing carbon emissions, expanding energy access, and bolstering economic growth in the process.

Register now: https://isaassembly.org/conf-register.php

Tags: @mnreindia, @isolaralliance, @ADB_HQ, @ISES_Solar
Hashtags: #ISA2023, #6thAssembly

Happy to join the High-level Conference on New Technologies for Clean Energy Transition on the sidelines of the Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly hosted by Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), International Solar Alliance, Asian Development Bank (ADB) & International Solar Energy Society ISES.

With Ministerial delegations from ISA Member Countries, along with policymakers, experts, and industry leaders in attendance, the Conference aims to transform conversations into tangible outcomes.

The focus is clear: to make solar energy the energy of choice, reducing carbon emissions, expanding energy access, and bolstering economic growth in the process.

🗓 1 November 2023

Register here: https://isaassembly.org/conf-register.php

Tags: @Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), @International Solar Alliance, @Asian Development Bank (ADB) & @International Solar Energy Society ISES
Hashtags: #ISA2023, #6thAssembly

Speaker post

I’ll be speaking at the High-level Conference on the sidelines of the Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly hosted by @mnreindia, @isolaralliance, @ADB_HQ,& @ISES_Solar

🗓 1 November 2023

The discussions will offer insights into the importance of making solar the energy of choice and unlocking its immense climate and economic benefits

Register now: https://isaassembly.org/conf-register.php

I’ll be speaking at the High-level Conference on New Technologies for Clean Energy Transition on the sidelines of the Sixth Session of the ISA Assembly hosted by Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), International Solar Alliance, Asian Development Bank (ADB) & International Solar Energy Society ISES.

I’m looking forward to joining the discussion with other leading experts from across the world on harnessing the potential of solar energy and unlocking its immense climate and economic benefits

🗓 1 November 2023
Social Media Cards can be downloaded here

For any queries you may write to us on: communications@isolaralliance.org
Or you may get in touch with:
Nikhil Kumar
Phone: +91 9711714623
Email: NikhilKumar@isolaralliance.org

Relevant tags:

Twitter- @isolaralliance
LinkedIn- @International Solar Alliance
Facebook- @International Solar Alliance

Relevant Hashtags:

Main Hashtags: #ISA2023, #6thAssembly
Relevant Hashtags: #Towards1000, #SolarForAll, #UseSolar